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What is
GSS about?

Global Systems
Science

GSS studies global systems like:

GSS Blog

the internet
the global city system
the global energy system
financial markets
globally spreading diseases
and many more
GSS produces evidence, concepts and doubts
needed for effective and responsible policies
dealing with global systems.

GSS creates capacities to anticipate and
cope with global systems failures and risks.
GSS helps practitioners to reflect on their
actions and to assess consequences of and
options for decisions regarding global
systems.

http://blog.global-systems-science.eu

GSS Synthesis Paper & GSS Orientation Paper downloadable at:
http://blog.global-systems-science.eu/?page_id=1793

GSS

gsdp.eu

nessnet.eu

eunoia-project.eu

focproject.eu

insiteproject.org

globalclimateforum.org

The task of decision-making is changing
fast: new challenges and new opportunities
arise because
› people claim a voice all over the world
› decisions are interconnected all over the world
› science has left the domain of certainty all
over the world.
In this new setting, ICT offers new ways of
perceiving the global systems we live in – thanks
to mobile devices, a dense network of sensors,
internet traffic and more. GSS helps to use
these opportunities in a perspective of empowerment and democratic decision-making.

GSS
Global
Systems
Science
Combining advanced ICT
and citizens dialogues
to understand and shape
global systems

Examples of questions
addressed by GSS

Are you a researcher or
practitioner and wish to know
more about GSS?

What can different agents do …
› to develop the internet and similar systems
to empower people all over the world?
› to create an institutional setting to develop a
common global will about what kind of world
to bestow to future generations?
› to overcome trade-offs at global systems level
and turn them into positive synergies and
opportunities?
› to formalise in a scientific way and improve
the coordination between different global
‘systems of systems’?
› to better characterise individual agency,
emergence, and network dynamics of global
systems?
› to anticipate and prevent global systems failures, risks and ‘crises of crises’ –and to foresee
their multiple chains and interactions?

› Dangerous climate change and global
climate governance failures
› The fast spreading of global pandemics and
health crises
› Global Information and Communication
Systems failures
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Shaping our common future?
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Understanding the global systems that will
play a key role in that future?
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Using ICT to empower people all over the
world?

4

Developing ideas, ICT tools and original
approaches to address global coordination
challenges?

5

Providing evidence to support better
decision-making?

Wherever you are based, the internet can
give you access to new powerful tools
and opportunities by getting in touch with
GSS events, researchers, networks and
activities.

Look up ‘Global Systems
Science’ on the web,
roll your sleeves up and
start contributing!

Mapping global financial vulnerabilities and
systemic impacts

Scale and urban systems: Constructive
interactions

› …
See also http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/futurium/
en/content/visions-global-systems-science-models-and-data

Pumain D. (ed) 2006, Hierarchy
in natural and social sciences.
Springer, Methodos series.

› Global financial crises

GSS supports capacity building of agents
working in key areas related to improved
quality of life and sustainable development.

Caldarelli, Battiston & Mandel,
in GSS Orientation Paper, p. 28,
blog.global-systems-science.eu

GSS should shed some light to prevent:

New tools being developed by the GSS
community will map out and anticipate key
trends which are crucial for decision making
in areas like global financial markets,
energy and urban planning or health policies.

Are you interested in …

